
ANSWERS ON PAGE 28

CODING WITH C0D1: PARTY TIME

L = Turn left
R = Turn right
F__ = Move forward__sqaces

Avoid bugs 
and obstacles! 
Tables and the 
Recyle Bin are 
not obstacles. 

So to go from Start to the Recycle Bin, 
my program would be: R, F4, L, F2.

I can’t go on the 
same square 

more than once.

Hi, I’m C0D1! 
Write 4 programs 
below to guide 
me on the most 
efficient path. 

There’s a blank 
for each step. Use 
these commands:

SUPPLY TABLE

START

TABLE 3

RECYCLE BIN

Table 3 to 
Recycle Bin:

Start to  
Supply Table:

Supply Table 
to Table 2: Table 2 to Table 3:

I love helping humans get 
more data about how  

computers work. There are tons 
of different kinds of computers 
all around us. They’re in phones, 
watches, game consoles, music 
players, and cars. But they all 
work with programs: step- 
by-step lists of instructions.

The steps in a computer 
program are called code, like a 
secret code. Writing programs, 
or coding, is an awesome skill 
to learn. The goal is to list each 
small step a computer will take 
to do a job correctly.

At the Friendship Center, 
I’m about to put games and 
snacks on the tables for a party. 
You can help by writing my 
code. Try it out, and have fun!

Play the coding game in  

person. Write a code for a 

friend to get around your 

yard or a park while avoiding 

obstacles. Instead of squares, 

count long strides. Have a 

friend read the code aloud 

as the first person follows it 

(e.g., F3, R, F2). Did you get 

the code right?

PLAY IT LIVE! 1 2 3 4

L = Turn left
R = Turn right
F_= Move forward_ squares

Avoid bugs 
and obstacles! 
Tables and the 
Recycle Bin are 
not obstacles. 

So to go from Start to the Recycle Bin, 
my program would be: R, F4, L, F2.

I can’t go on the 
same square 

more than once.

Hi, I’m C0D1! 
Write 4 programs 
below to guide 
me on the most 
efficient path. 

There’s a blank 
for each step. Use 
these commands:

SUPPLY TABLE

START

TABLE 2

TABLE 3

RECYCLE BIN

Table 3 to 
Recycle Bin:

Start to  
Supply Table:

Supply Table 
to Table 2: Table 2 to Table 3:
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